Ruling the Spirit
Women, Liturgy, and Dominican Reform in Late Medieval Germany
Claire Taylor Jones

The White Nuns
Cistercian Abbeys for Women in Medieval France
Constance Hoffman Berman

Nuns’ Priests’ Tales
Men and Salvation in Medieval Women’s Monastic Life
Fiona J. Griffiths

Be a Perfect Man
Christian Masculinity and the Carolingian Aristocracy
Andrew J. Romig

New Legends of England
Forms of Community in Late Medieval Saints’ Lives
Catherine Sanok

Conduct Becoming
Good Wives and Husbands in the Later Middle Ages
Glenn D. Burger

Mother and Sons, Inc.
Martha de Cabanis in Medieval Montpellier
Kathryn L. Reyerson

City of Saints
Rebuilding Rome in the Early Middle Ages
Maya Maskarinec

Dante’s Philosophical Life
Politics and Human Wisdom in “Purgatorio”
Paul Stern

To Live Like a Moor
Christian Perceptions of Muslim Identity in Medieval and Early Modern Spain
Olivia Remie Constable
Edited by Robin Vose
Foreword by David Nirenberg

After the Black Death
Plague and Commemoration Among Iberian Jews
Susan L. Einbinder

“Sefer Hasidim” and the Ashkenazic Book in Medieval Europe
Ivan G. Marcus

“Sefer Yesirah” and Its Contexts
Other Jewish Voices
Tzahi Weiss

New in Paperback
The Strange Case of Ermine de Reims
A Medieval Woman Between Demons and Saints
Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski

The Beguines of Medieval Paris
Gender, Patronage, and Spiritual Authority
Tanya Stabler Miller

Visit the Combined Academic Publishers booth or email direct.orders@marston.co.uk.
Walter Map and the Matter of Britain
Joshua Byron Smith

How the Anglo-Saxons Read Their Poems
Daniel Donoghue

The Penn Commentary on Piers Plowman, Volume 4
C Passūs 15–19; B Passūs 13–17
Traugott Lawler

Pious Postmortems
Anatomy, Sanctity, and the Catholic Church in Early Modern Europe
Bradford A. Bouley

Plato’s Persona
Marsilio Ficino, Renaissance Humanism, and Platonic Traditions
Denis J.-J. Robichaud

The Elegies of Maximianus
Edited and translated by A. M. Juster.
Introduction by Michael Roberts

Amalasuintha
The Transformation of Queenship in the Post-Roman World
Massimiliano Vitiello

Aristocrats and Statehood in Western Iberia, 300–600 C.E.
Damián Fernández

Between Christ and Caliph
Law, Marriage, and Christian Community in Early Islam
Lev E. Weitz

New in Paperback

Envisioning Islam
Syriac Christians and the Early Muslim World
Michael Philip Penn

Holy War, Martyrdom, and Terror
Christianity, Violence, and the West
Philippe Buc

Periodization and Sovereignty
How Ideas of Feudalism and Secularization Govern the Politics of Time
Kathleen Davis

Constantine and the Cities
Imperial Authority and Civic Politics
Noel Lenski

Liturgical Subjects
Christian Ritual, Biblical Narrative, and the Formation of the Self in Byzantium
Derek Krueger

Visit the Combined Academic Publishers booth or email direct.orders@marston.co.uk.